PALMA SOLA DISTRICT OF THE TERRAN FEDERATION

The Palma Sola District of the Terran Federation is a rich and fairly populous sector of space, including many famous resort locations for civilians from the Heart Worlds. Located near the supergiant star Antares, the Palma Sola region was discovered early on in 2144 and was noted for the large number of human habitable worlds located in the area. Colonization from Terra's Asian areas was heavy, giving the region a strong ethnic influence. With the heavy influx of colonists to Palma Sola, the entire district became fabulously wealthy, but in late 2464 the area was scouted by the enemy Hre'Daak forces before the outbreak of the Armageddon War. This event sparked intense fears and a massive military build-up began within the district. When fighting finally broke out between the newly integrated Pan-Sentient Union (PSU) and the Hre'Daak, the Palma Sola District found itself on the front-lines of the galaxys' worst-ever fighting. Nova bombs used by advancing Hre'Daak forces, crushed the human defenders in the district. Nova bomb detonations took place at:

Arretria		Hamimoto		Mannerheim		Maui System
Myanmar III		Pi Puma		Terra Sola		Upland System
Yangtze System

By the end of the war the district was crushed by invading Hre'Daak forces and loss of life was heavy, with over twelve billion civilians being killed in nova bomb attacks. Enemy forces retreated after the destruction of Terra and the region became semi-independent after the break-up of the Pan-Sentient Union into its' component parts in 2466, with Governor Alexander Crow ruling the district for over 20 years thereafter. Additional information on random planets in the area is listed below.

Alexander Crow, Admiral: Commanding the newly-formed 21st Fleet to defend the Palma Sola region, Admiral Crow was badly wounded in the Battle of Arretria and was sidelined for the rest of the war. The highest ranked military survivor in the area after the Hre'Daak left, he assumed the leadership of Palma Sola when the war ended. A popular governor.

Andoas System: One of the most phenomenal star systems to ever be discovered within Terran space, the five worlds of the Andoas System are some of the richest, most heavily populated, and heavily defended planets anywhere. Located in the Palma Sola District, the five planets (Andoas, Campuya, Delfos, Carumas, and Yauyos) are all heavily populated, with most colonists being from a cross-section of human space. The GPV of this system is incredible, producing more than any other system in the PSU, except maybe Old Valkha and Terra itself. This strategic piece of real estate was initially discovered by renowned pilot Mikhail Bekishev and was practically worthless; Bekishev did note that five of the worlds were in the lifezone of the parent star and could be terraformed. Later, over two thousand Second Creationists began modifying the worlds for eventual colonization and the Andoas System was created. Finally, the system was the scene of heavy fighting during the Armageddon War but humanity prevailed and the system was saved from destruction. 

Alta Gracia: Homeworld of Skymarshal Devore, depopulated by Hre'Daak forces during the war.

Chatalia: A mysterious force on this planet virtually halts the aging process of any creature living on it. Off-worlders who know about this planet suspect that humanity's own potential for immortality is bolstered by the planets' energy, or something. To keep from being overrun by masses of humans, a  contingent of  armed warships blockades the world at all times, intercepting traffic before it gets within the planets atmosphere. Population 300,000.

Deborah Cahn, Commodore: A popular officer within the PSU military, Deborah Cahn rose quickly in the ranks due to her unorthodox tactics and innovative strategies. She died in the defense of the Maui System, along with the 21st Fleet.

Drones: At the beginning of the Armageddon War, war drones were (on the whole) merely AI tele-operated robots: welders and other designs of maintenance bots, probes carrying sensor arrays, security drones that remained wired into the complexes or  ships  AIs controlled, or other discrete versions for various security/police applications. Some drones did have some autonomy, but few could truly be classified as AI for they were merely extensions of an AI: hands, eyes and guns. During the Armageddon War, however, it became necessary to give these drones greater and greater autonomy, since the many high-energy weapons employed in that conflict tended to fracture comlinks between AI and its tele-operated drone. Initially the new versions were sub-AI able to implement complex programs, but it soon becoming evident that artificial intelligence was the one big advantage the PSU had over the Hre'Daak, war drones were given complete autonomy and full consciousness. They became fully AI, with all that implied. The first of these drones were quite simple – an armoured shell, weapons, brain, and drive system – and they were quite effective but casualties were high and production needed to be maintained at a frenetic level. Quality control suffered and AI drones that in peacetime would have needed substantial adjustments, were sent to the front. Those that did well and survived, were copied, though errors continued. This whole scenario acted as a fast evolutionary process in the development of AI war drones. The inevitable result being that towards the end of the war they were mostly crafty, belligerent, and very good at killing things and blowing things up. It is of course axiomatic that the soldier returning from war cannot easily settle into civilian life. So it was with the drones, and many unfortunate incidents after the war led to a great distrust of such entities. The manufacture of them ceased and AIs returned to the use of telefactors or drones loaded with their own subminds which could be easily resubsumed. Many drones found niches in Fringer society, many left it to find their fortunes elsewhere, many other simply turned themselves off after the war ended.

Irrawadday: This planet is a breadbasket world capable of producing huge quantities of nearly every kind of agriculture known. The soil here is a special combination of minerals, enzymes, and microorganisms that make it the most perfect growing medium in the galaxy. The Terran Federation has tried to send some of the soil to other worlds to "seed" them and hopefully transform them into breadbasket world as well, but to no avail. Irrawaddy is a Fringe world with only 5 million citizens. 

Kirby Morrow, Admiral: An effective admiral, he controlled the 30th Fleet and died in defense of the Upland System. 

Jakob Barrowman: A popular governor of the heavily populated Terra Sola system, he was killed early in the war when the Hre'Daak attacked the region. Barrowman had been PSU President twice before retiring to the Palma Sola area.

Mannerheim: Mannerheim is a Corporate World with 25 million citizens. Depopulated by nova bomb in 2464.

Noche Brasilia: For years, Noche Brasilia has made its mark as a data processing center. A place where backup copies of data can be safely stored and replicated without fear of corruption or security breach. The Terran Federation government has also made heavy use of Noche Brasilias' data banks to store official government archives. Furthermore, hundreds of worlds maintain backup copies of their entire economies' action on Noche Brasilia. The artificial intelligences used to manage all of this information are a marvel of technology themselves, possessing organic structures and capable of genuine emotions. Thought a bit freakish at first, these "organic AIs" were found to be alot more reliable than standard Artificial Intelligences, since they had feelings of loyalty and pride in their work. Noche Brasilia is a major Corporate World with over 80 million people, most from Terra's Brazil sub-region. This system was also the site of most War Drone production in the area.

Palma Sola: This system has the galaxys' largest known artifact: an artificial ring orbiting the planet built by aliens who have long since disappeared. Like a ring of Saturn, this ring circles Palma Sola, way out on the edges of the planets' gravity well, only instead of rocks and ice particles, this ring is a continuous space station. Though it is ribbon-thin compared to the bulk of the planet, this station is a huge habitat capable of housing billions of people. It is the gateway through which all visitors to Palma Sola come and go, and it is practically a society unto itself. A ring of six orbital elevators connect to Palma Solas' surface by way of thin, nearly indestructible cords. Huge gondola-type craft ride on these cables which winch up and down from the ring in a continuous circuit, giving the folks on the world and cheap and easy way to reach orbit. Palma Sola is a major Corporate World with over 200 million people living on the planets' surface and 10 million on the ring. This planet was bypassed by Hre'Daak forces during the Armageddon War. 

Whelkus Titanicus (whelk):  This name applies to just one kind of deep ocean dwelling whale-like creature.Titanicus can weigh more than a hundred tons and stand twenty metres high. The pregnant female of this species gives birth to a brood of about a hundred young, and guards them while they feed and grow in the less inimical island shallows. When the youngsters reach a weight of about half a ton, and their shells harden, the mother leads them gradually into the depths. Only ten per cent survive the journey down to the oceanic trenches.  They normally live in the Lamarck Trench but recently  it was denuded of fauna by an underwater eruption, forcing the whelk to more shallower waters to live. Whelks are located on the planet Maui and a huge sightseeing attraction.


Yared Godfree, Sector Admiral: A PSU political appointee with little experience, Admiral Godfree was shuttled off to a distant sector (Palma Sola) that was supposedly far from the potential front lines of the new war. Sadly, he found himself in the middle of the Armageddon War as sector admiral but assigned his fleets to more capable officers. He died in the Pi Puma System.

Zarina Sokolowski, Admiral: An effective admiral, she campaigned with the 30th Fleet and died in defense of the Upland System. 


